
   

 

   

Production Digitization

Smart Factory Suite modules 
for manufacturing digitization



We know the struggle. 
And we know you know it even better.

You’re struggling with overproduction and not meeting customer demand.

You have a lot of cash tied up in inventory.

Operators lose, damage or mix up kanban cards.

Creating production plans takes a lot of time and it's not easy to process last-

minute changes.

Production managers have a hard time getting up-to-date data about current 

performance.

Mistakes in line feeding cause delays.

Preparation of reports is time consuming.

Your teams are drowning in charts and papers. 

There is a better way.



3 necessary steps towards higher production efficiency 

01
track & analyze

02
plan & optimize

03
efficiently execute



   

 

Key Benefits

completely paperless 

production planning with 

full traceability

manpower savings and 

shorter time-to-react

production optimization with 

improved on-time delivery 

performance 

seamless ERP 

integration – no double 

data management



Production Digitization: Main Areas & Features

MTO / MTS / hybrid strategies

Material coverage with predictions 

Production tracking and D2D process analysis 

Finish & Semi-Finish lines management

Automatic scheduling

Digital workstation: shopfloor interface for      
production and maintenance operations

Realtime connection Planning <-> Shopfloor

Complete control over material flow from 
warehouse to line feeding, picking and 
shipment

Easily customizable reports



Smart Production Tracking and Analysis
Knowing the details of your D2D process is the first step towards a more efficient production. Our production tracking tool 

allows you to monitor all production (and non-production) stages in real-time and in history and see where your bottlenecks 

are. This is crucial information to take into account when preparing a production plan.

Data related to a single 
workcenter

Stages / workcenters

The whole D2D process 
in a single chart

D2D process visualised: 
red work orders are late, 

blue ones are in advance



Delay - bottleneck

Stages of D2D process

Production item 
workflow

Material Workflow: One-Click Overview
Track a material through all the stages and sub-stages of the production process. Display details in charts and graphs, 

identify bottlenecks and set future targets based on the provided data.

Waiting times 
between stages



Production orders are received from the ERP system or created manually here - and distributed to production lines within seconds. 
The availability of the production line is checked automatically - no mistakes can be made during the assignment. The system then 

breaks down the finish good based on BOM and creates the plan for all the lines involved in the upstream process. Not a single paper 
needs to be printed and carried anywhere. Did you ever think creating a production plan could be this easy? 

One-Minute Production Plan



Any changes in the production plan can be done within a few seconds - just by moving the work orders from one line 

to another by drag & drop. Operators are notified instantly on their Digital Workstation. 

Change of Plans? All It Takes Is a Few Clicks



It's All About the Details: Fine-tune Your Daily Schedule
Adjust the plan for each line either manually or automatically. Just grab selected item(s) and place them anywhere you'd like in 
the queue. The system informs you about input material coverage - so you always know if you have enough materials to produce 

the unit. Red color indicates an issue (delay, material shortage etc.) The system gives you this information in real time, so you can act 
immediately. No time is wasted!



Artificial Planner: Let your AI colleague do the work for you!
Do you want to do the detailed scheduling manually? Go for it! But if you could use a little help, the artificial planner is at your 
service. You can choose from several automatic and semi-automatic planning scenarios. Each of them takes the required finish time 

into account, so you will have the goods ready on time. The feature can be used for all production lines or just a few of them  - it's 
completely up to you. Set it up easily with one click in the customization. 



Bill of material (BOM) / Production Routing
Check materials and their current stock levels in the digital BOM - in a nice, visual form. 



Virtual Coverage: No more material shortage
Future consumption of material inputs is available at one click. The system gives you alerts in case of current or 

future estimated material shortage so you can prevent unnecessary production stoppages.



Digital Workstation: All-in-one Shopfloor Interface
Intuitive shopfloor interface for operators and technicians - one place for all production and maintenance operations. Display 
incoming work orders (distributed from the planning module in real time), documentation, declare production… all using one screen!

Offline mode

Manual / automatic 

declaration

Production queue, 

visual check...

Andon-based 

alerts



Digital Workstation: All-in-one Shopfloor Interface
Step-by-step working instructions are displayed based automatically for currently produced material. No more paper manuals!



Keep your Line Feeders on Track 
Making sure there's enough material prepared at all stages of the manufacturing process is key to a smooth and efficient flow. 

Line feeders have access to the production plan, see how much material need to be brought to production lines. A checklist is

available for a clear overview of what's left to prepare. All is optimized for tablets so your team can stay mobile and updated on 

the go. No more missing parts, no more stoppages!



Overview of work 
orders  - time spent in 

individual stages

Detailed text report,
customizable 

parameters

Select time range and 
data you're interested in

Various graphs and 
charts are available for 

various purposes

Customizable reporting tool
Reporting doesn't have to take hours of looking into spreadsheets, selecting the right figures and creating charts and graphs. All you 
have to do is select what type of report you want to generate, adjust the parameters and... download it. All in just a few clicks. 



A global car parts manufacturer has managed to reduce 

the time spent daily on production planning and plan 

modifications from 4 hours to less than 20 minutes 

by digitizing the workflow with Productoo.

340+ hours saved daily in over  90 plants



   

Productoo 4.0 Manufacturing Digitization Ecosystem



PLUG & PLAY

Install

cloud / on premise

3rd party system 

integration

Activate

license key

configuration

Evolve

unlock new modules 

and features

1 2 3



More than 150 manufacturing companies have set out on  
the journey towards digital transformation with Productoo



We drive the digital evolution.

office@productoo.com

www.productoo.com


